Transient Measurements and Simulations Correlate Exchange Ligand Concentration and Trap States in Colloidal Quantum Dot Photodetectors
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ABSTRACT: Colloidal quantum dot (CQD) photodetectors (PDs) can detect wavelengths longer than the 1100 nm limit of silicon because of their highly tunable bandgaps. CQD PDs are acutely affected by the ligands that separate adjacent dots in a CQD-solid. Optimizing the exchange solution ligand concentration in the processing steps is crucial to achieving high photodetector performance. However, the complex mix of chemistry and optoelectronics involved in CQD PDs means that the effects of the exchange solution ligand concentration on device physics are poorly understood. Here we report direct correspondence between simulated and experimental transient photocurrent responses in CQD PDs. For both deficient and excess conditions, our model demonstrated the experimental changes to the transient photocurrent aligned with changes in trap state density. Combining transient photoluminescence, absorption, and photocurrent with this simulation model, we revealed that different mechanisms are responsible for the increased trap density induced by excess and deficient active layer ligand concentrations.
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INTRODUCTION

Wavelengths longer than 1100 nm are crucial to depth sensing, optical communications, and bioimaging applications as they use optical bands that fall within the “water-window” where absorption from ambient water is minimal.1,2 Colloidal quantum dot (CQD) photodetectors can detect short-wave infrared (SWIR) light beyond the silicon absorption limit, making them attractive candidates for these applications. CQDs are a versatile class of semiconductors with tunable bandgaps and thus tunable absorption wavelengths.3,4 In addition, CQDs are solution-processed, which reduces cost compared to the single crystal epitaxial growth of conventional IR-sensitizers (i.e., InGaAs, Ge) and does not hinder integration with silicon readout circuits. However, the CQD surface properties play a key role in the performance of CQD-based photodetectors. In particular, the CQD ligands modulate these surface properties, such as trap state density.

During synthesis, long-chain organic capping ligands prevent CQD aggregation and allow dots to grow into well-separated nanocrystals. To fabricate optoelectronic devices, these long-chain, insulating ligands are exchanged with shorter, more conductive ligands to improve charge carrier mobility in the CQD films.3,4 While there have been works discussing the effects of these smaller ligands’ reactivity and chemistry, there have been few reports on the effect of ligand concentration during the solution exchange process on the final device performance.5−7 Ligand concentrations for ligand exchange solutions is typically optimized in CQD studies; therefore, we seek to study this process in more detail.8

It is generally assumed that a small number of ligands form a monatomic adlayer with the quantum dot surface, while excess ligands are removed during the washing steps and therefore do not interfere with the CQD solid. Yet, a highly concentrated exchange solution with excess ligands does not yield the best performance. Instead, carefully optimizing the ligand concentration has been vital to achieving high performance CQD devices.8 The mechanism behind the need for this optimization is not fully understood, in particular, when using an excess ligand concentration. Here we combine simulation and experimental measurements in both transient...
and steady-state regimes to investigate the effect of ligand concentration during ligand exchange on the CQD photodetector performance. Our combined experimental and simulation study reinforces our understanding of the nonmonotonic relationship between ligand concentration during ligand exchange and trap state density that directly affects dark current, external quantum efficiency (EQE), and transient photocurrent fall times. We show that a deficiency and an excess of ligands in the exchange step lead to different mechanisms for increasing the active layer trap density.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Charge Carrier Dynamics Suggest Increasing Trap Density with Suboptimal Ligand Concentration Conditions. A two-phase liquid ligand exchange was performed to replace the native oleic acid ligands of PbS CQD with an excitonic peak around 1350 nm with a mixture of halide ligands. An exchange solution using a 5:4:5:4.4 molar ratio of PbCl$_2$, PbBr$_2$, PbI$_2$, and sodium acetate was identified in prior studies to maximize surface coverage. Chloride and bromide ions have been associated with the passivation of the Pb (100) facet, which affects the CQD trap density. The relatively larger iodide ions have been associated with the passivation of the Pb (111) surface, which has been attributed to improved charge transport and charge carrier mobility in CQD films. Here, we varied the concentration by changing only the PbCl$_2$ and PbBr$_2$ concentrations (see Table S1 for details) to study the relationship between the PbS CQD trap density without significantly affecting the charge transport associated with the Pb (111) surface. We investigated CQD inks and films made from three different total ligand concentrations to represent three regimes of CQD passivation: deficient, optimal, and excess. Respectively, we used concentrations of 120, 140, and 180 mM by reducing the concentration of PbCl$_2$ and PbBr$_2$ from our previously reported values.

The absorbance and photoluminescence (PL) of CQD films spin coated on glass/ITO substrates prepared by using different ligand concentrations were measured to gain insight into the effect on trap density (Figure 1A,B). A higher density of trap states increases the probability of nonradiative decay of charge carriers to lower energy levels within the bandgap which produces a red shift in the emission wavelength relative to the band edge. Although energy transfer due to CQD crowding is also known to increase the Stokes shift with optical density, for samples of similar optical density a relatively larger red shift therefore suggests a higher trap density or deeper traps are present in the material. We observed differences in the Stokes shifts for the three ligand concentrations: films derived from the 140 mM ligand exchange solution had the smallest Stokes shift of 61 nm; films made from 180 mM had a larger shift of 65 nm; and films made from 120 mM had the largest Stokes shift of 85 nm. Additionally, we observed a small peak on the low energy side of the photoluminescence spectrum. We attribute this peak to trap-assisted radiative recombination due to traps within the bandgap. We note that this peak is the largest for the CQD prepared under deficient ligand concentrations.

Transient PL was measured to gain further insight into the trap density (Figure 1B). An increase in PL lifetime suggests a decrease in trap density (and vice versa) as lower trap density means less recombination centers for the charge carriers. We observed the same nonmonotonic trend in the PL decay as with the Stokes shifts: The 120 and 140 mM ligand exchange solutions had the fastest and slowest decays, respectively. In all cases, the transient PL fit well to a biexponential consisting of a slower and faster component, which we attribute to radiative and nonradiative recombination, respectively. In addition to the lifetimes of both short and fast components, the ratio of slow to fast component amplitude also followed the nonmonotonic trend. The PL lifetimes of the 180 mM sample were twice the fits are tabulated.

**Figure 1.** A) Normalized optical absorption (dotted line) and photoluminescence (solid line) of 120, 140, and 180 mM ligand concentration quantum dot colloids, respectively. B) TRPL measurements showing PL decay over time for the three ligand concentrations and corresponding fitting (dashed line). PL lifetimes extracted from the fits are tabulated.
bleach amplitude increased but the bleach dynamics remained relatively consistent until 1000 μW. The tail-normalized transient bleach (Figure 2D–F) demonstrates these consistent dynamics from 30 to 100 uW of pump power assuming one exciton per dot at relatively long delay time. However, at 1000 μW pump power, a new component to the bleach appeared for all ligand concentrations. We tentatively attribute this new component to multie exciton generation and Auger recombination owing to its appearance at high pump power and short lifetime. Since Auger recombination is a multibody phenomenon, it is more pronounced at higher charge carrier concentrations and higher density of states.

The magnitude of this fast component was the greatest for 120 mM and similar for 140 and 180 mM. We attribute more Auger recombination with a lower ligand concentration to insufficient ligand coverage and therefore partial trap passivation. Furthermore, partial CQD passivation in films results in adjacent dots being in closer proximity and may result in dot fusion or aggregation.

Photodetector Performance and Simulation. To explore the device-level effects of ligand concentration, we fabricated a PIN structure to build upon prior studies for improving transient photocurrent fall times. Specifically, we improved on a prior device structure that used NiOx as the HTL by introducing a 25 nm layer of PbS CQDs with an excitonic peak at 950 nm capped with ethane-1,2-dithiol (EDT) in the hole transport structure (HTS). For the electron transport layer (ETL), trans-4-(trifluoromethyl) cinnamic acid (TFCA) capped PbS CQDs with an excitonic peak of 950 nm were used as TFCA has been shown to provide n-type doping in PbS CQDs while also improving passivation and operational stability. The conduction band minima (CBM), valence band maxima (VBM), were collected from the literature (see Table S3) and noted in Figure 3A. The HTS and ETL create a potential gradient across the active layer, which is responsible for the built-in electric field needed for photodetectors. The high CBM of NiOx results in electron blocking, and conversely, the low VBM of the TFCA-capped CQDs results in hole blocking. Finally, indium tin oxide (ITO) was used as the transparent electrode and silver was used as the top electrode.

The reverse dark current was the lowest for devices made with 140 mM ligand concentrations (Figure 3C). Increasing the ligand concentration did not reduce the dark current (or saturate it at a minimum) as would be the case if passivation was improved and excess ligands were fully washed away in the supernatant during ink preparation. Decreasing the ligand concentration increased the dark current. While high dark current can be attributed to many phenomena, it is widely observed that high trap state density is the primary cause of an
increased dark current in solution-processed semiconductor photodetectors.\textsuperscript{22–25} Therefore, the increase in dark current with either excess of deficient ligand concentrations reflects an increase in trap density.

Additionally, EQE is another photodetector performance parameter directly affected by trap state density.\textsuperscript{26–28} A highest EQE of 68.5% was achieved with the 140 mM ligand exchange (Figure 3D). Decreasing the ligand concentration decreased the EQE. Increasing the ligand concentration did not increase or saturate the EQE at 68.5%. Instead, there was also decrease in the EQE at 180 mM, indicating an optimal ligand concentration between 120 and 180 mM.

To compare our experimental findings, we used commercial software (Setflos, version 5.3, Fluxim AG, Switzerland) for electrical and optical simulations. The model was optimized to match the experimental data for the optimal (140 mM) case. First, a steady-state model was developed to study the device’s response under varying bias and illumination conditions (for simulation parameters see Table S3). Then, using the same material parameters, the transient response of the model was studied. After confirming a good match between experimental and simulated IV and EQE in the optimal (140 mM) case (Figure 3C,D dashed lines), we used the model to investigate changes in the active layer properties, in particular, bulk trap density.

**Figure 3.** A) Band alignment of materials used in photodetector devices. B) Layer thicknesses and device structure. EDT and TFCA were the ligands used in PbS CQDs for the respective layers. C, D) Current–voltage and EQE measurements of photodetector devices made from inks synthesized using 120, 140, and 180 mM ligand concentrations, respectively. Simulated values are shown as dotted line.

**Transient Photocurrent Modulated by Trap Density.**
A prevalence of trap states in films prepared under nonoptimal ligand concentrations links our optical and steady state electrical measurements. To further investigate this connection, we studied the transient photocurrent behavior at all three ligand concentrations. Driving an 1100 nm laser with a square wave, we measured the transient response of the photodetector at different illumination intensities (see the experimental section for details). The illumination intensity was increased by increasing the offset voltage driving the laser diode from 600 to 1100 mV.

We observed a biexponential decay in the transient signal (Figure 4A–C). Initially, there was a rapid decay within the first 2 μs to 10% of the original signal, followed by a slow decay to 1% of the signal and beyond. While this fall time pattern was consistent for all illumination powers and ligand concentrations, there were two clear differences between the optimal (140 mM) and suboptimal ligand concentrations (120 and 180 mM).

First, for deficient and excess ligand concentrations, the fall time to 1% photocurrent was more sensitive to illumination intensity than for the optimal concentration. For 120 and 180 mM there was a 10.8 and 5.7 μs difference, respectively, between the fall times of the lowest and highest illumination intensities (Figure 4D). For 140 mM, however, the fall times were less dependent on illumination intensity, as the difference
from high to low power was only 1.9 \( \mu s \). Furthermore, while the fall times for all ligand concentrations were similar at a higher illumination intensity (1100 mV), they differed drastically at a lower illumination intensity (600 mV). Strong fall time to illumination intensity dependence is indicative of higher trap densities. At lower illumination intensity, trap states capture photocarriers, slowing their progression to the collecting electrodes and increasing signal fall times. At higher illumination intensities, these trap states are saturated with carriers; thus, there is less hindrance to carrier transport producing faster fall times. When there are fewer traps, this effect is less pronounced. Therefore, the strong dependence of fall times on illumination intensity for 120 and 180 mM compared to 140 mM suggests that the former have a comparatively higher trap density.

Second, the amplitude of the slow component was larger for 140 mM than for 120 or 180 mM (Figure 4E). Overall, a faster signal decay suggests that carriers are less impeded by traps in the 140 mM case than in 120 mM or 180 mM. To verify our understanding and observations of the link between the ligand concentration and trap states, we conducted Setfos simulations with varying degrees of trap state densities. We found that the simulated transient signals also consisted of a biexponential decay. To simulate the transient photocurrent of the three ligand concentrations with a trap density of \( 1 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) corresponding to 140 mM and higher trap densities of \( 2 \times 10^{17} \) and \( 3 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) corresponding to 180 and 120 mM respectively. These trap density values agree with previous reported values of \( 1.8-2.2 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3} \). This is the first report of agreement between transient simulation and experimental data of CQD photodetectors, demonstrating the utility of simulation in CQD device design.

Interpretation of Our Findings. At low ligand concentrations, we observed a higher trap density and Auger recombination. This result suggests incomplete passivation of the quantum dots due to deficient ligand concentration leading to dangling bonds at the surface which can trap charge carriers (Figure S4). Additionally, the incomplete passivation may reduce the interparticle distance of adjacent dots which further promotes Auger recombination. Complete passivation due to an optimal ligand concentration leads to a monolayer of ligands surrounding the individual dots. In this case, there are fewer trap states, and sufficient separation between dots reduces Auger effects. We observed excess ligand concentration leading to similar decreases to PL lifetime and increases to photocurrent fall time as deficient ligand concentration. However, adjacent dots should be well-separated in the excess ligand case, which hinders Auger effects and was reflected in the transient absorption measurements. The presence of high trap densities despite sufficient...
CQD coverage suggests that the traps appear in a barrier region formed by the ligands. Further studies are required to verify this interpretation of traps in the barrier region; however, tentatively we suggest that excess ligand concentration leads to a trap-filled adhesion layer of ligands around the quantum dot. The presence of this layer is supported by XPS measurements of the CQD films, which showed an increase in bromide and chloride content with increasing ligand exchange concentrations (Figure S1).

## CONCLUSION

In summary, we used transient photoluminescence, absorption, and photocurrent to understand the origin of poor performance in devices made with CQD ink prepared by using excess and deficient ligand concentrations. Comparing both steady state and transient simulations and experiments, we determined that inks prepared with 15–30% excess or deficient ligand concentration resulted in two to three times increased trap density. Excess and deficient ligand concentrations are both detrimental to photodetector performance, yet our study reveals that the mechanisms are different for the two cases. For deficient ligands, we attribute the increases in trap density to incomplete passivation. For excess ligands, we suggest the presence of a trap-filled adhesion layer. We believe these findings will lead to a more precise tuning of CQD photodetector properties.

## EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

### Synthesis and Exchange of PbS CQD.

PbS CQDs were synthesized using previously published methods. A liquid phase ligand exchange was performed to replace the native oleic acid ligands with hybrid halide ligands. Ligand concentrations of 120, 140, and 180 mM were used. An ink was made from the ligand exchanged CQDs for spin coating. Ligand exchange and ink preparation was done using published methods.

### Device Fabrication.

Glass substrates with predeposited ITO were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath using deionized water for 60 min, using with acetone for 30 min, and finally using isopropyl alcohol for minutes. The substrates were dried before the HTL deposition. NiOx was deposited using a previously developed sputtering process. EDT-capped PbS were deposited on top of the NiOx using a previously reported solid-state ligand exchange. The active layer was spin-coated onto the HTL-deposited substrates by spin-coating 50 μL of CQD ink at 2000 rpm for 60 s under a flow of nitrogen. The deposited films were annealed at 70 °C in a nitrogen-filled glovebox for 15 min. A previously reported ligand exchange was used to deposit TFCA-capped PbS CQDs on top of the active layer. A 120 nm layer of silver was deposited by using thermal evaporation to form the top electrode. Masks were used to define circular devices of areas 4.9, 1.54, 0.79, 0.20, 0.03, and 0.008 mm².

### Optical Characterization.

To measure absorption spectra, the light from a stabilized fiber-coupled light source (THORLABS, SLS201L) was passed through the sample and then collected via a fiber in a spectrometer (Ocean Optics Inc., NIR-S12).

Photoluminescence spectra and lifetimes were measured using a Fluorolog TCSPC instrument (HORIBA Scientific). The samples were excited using a DD-830L laser diode (DeltaDiode, 100 MHz, 820 nm, HORIBA Scientific) and the reflected photoluminescence was directed toward a grating (JHR320, 600 grooves/mm, 1000 nm blaze wavelength) and monochromator before being detected on a InGaAs photodetector (S1−H10330−75).

To measure transient absorption spectra, femtosecond laser pulses (1030 nm, 5 kHz repetition rate) were produced in a regeneratively amplified Yb:KGW laser (PHAROS, Light Conversion). A portion of the beam was passed through a delay stage (HELIOS, Ultrafast Systems, 8 ns window, 14 fs resolution) and focused into a sapphire crystal to generate a broad white light continuum probe beam in the NIR, which was directed toward the sample (50 μm beam waist). After transiting the sample, the probe light was passed through several filters and focused onto a fiber-coupled spectrometer (Helios, Ultrafast Systems, InGaAs 256 pixels). The remainder of the 1030 nm beam was directed into an optical parametric amplifier (ORPHEUS, Light Conversion) to generate an 820 nm pump beam. This pump beam was passed through an optical chopper wheel to block every second pulse. The pump beam was then focused (f = 500 mm) onto the sample and overlapped in space at an angle with respect to the probe light. The power of the pump beam was controlled by using neutral density filter wheels. The samples were continuously translated by using a motorized stage to minimize laser heating effects.

XPS measurements were performed using a Thermo Scientific Kα system on ligand exchanged CQD spin coated (1000 rpm, 800 rpm/s², 10 s, under N₂) on precleaned and dried glass slide.

### Electrical Characterization.

Current voltage measurements were made using a Keithley 2400 source meter. The applied voltage was swept from −1 to 1 V in 0.02 V increments. 4.9 mm² area devices were used for these measurements. The EQE was measured using the EnliTech Quantum Efficiency Measurement System QE-R under −1 V bias. For transient photocurrent measurements, a 1310 nm laser diode (Thorlabs ML725B8F) was modulated at 10 kHz with a signal generator (Tektronix AFG 31000) to provide illumination. The output signal from the photodetector was passed to a preamplified (Femto DHPCA-100) which was also used to bias the device at −1 V. A 1 GHz oscilloscope (Tektronix 6 series MSO64B) was used to record the output signal. Devices of area 0.79 mm² were used for these measurements to move to the transport-limited regime rather than the RC-limited regime of large areas. Illumination intensity was altered by changing the offset of the signal generator driving the laser diode.

### Simulation Details.

Setfos, version 5.3, is used for the electrical and optical simulations. Material parameters are chosen based on experimental measurements or available data from the literature about the interested material. Constant electron–hole mobilities are used during the simulations. Trap-assisted recombination is modeled by defining Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) centers with appropriate capture rates. Drift-diffusion and absorption modules were used to simulate voltage–current curves, wavelength-dependent EQE and transient response of the device, while parameter sweeping was utilized to study the relationship between the material properties and the results.
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